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Introduction

Dear alumni and dear friends of SDL,
This is the 15th edition of Bulletin of Democratic Lead‐
ership. We can proudly say that the School of Demo‐
cratic Leadership exists for 15 years and for all this
time it has contributed to creation of the new, more
democratic thought among representatives of politi‐
cal parties, nongovernmental sector and media. In
the period of transition that follows SDL since its es‐
tablishing, it was not easy to reconcile irreconcilable,
connect diversities, gather them at the same table
and initiate a dialogue. However and despite every‐
thing, this is what we have succeeded and what par‐
ticularly motivates us to continue with the same goal
in 2018.
In 2018, we shall start the program for the new – XVI
generation of SDL that will primarily be focused on
work with political parties and media. This year’s pro‐
gram will support our alumni, especially those pro‐
fessionally related to the process of establishing of
the rule of law in Montenegro. The whole program
will be directed on diﬀerent aspects of negotiating
chapters 23 and 24 as the most demanding and at the
same time most problematic in the process of acces‐
sion of our country to the European Union.
We are still open for all members of the society who can
contribute to changes, democracy and development of
critical thought. Only by joint forces we can move to‐
wards the common goal and contribute to creation of
better and more responsible environment, and
stronger and more democratically oriented country.
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INTERVIEW
JOACHIM GAUBE
Manager, Open Regional Fund for South East Europe
Energy Eﬃciency, Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH
joachim.gaube@giz.de

Countries in the region making continuous
progress in the energy sector
Collaboration of political schools with WB parliamentarians is
especially important. Helping foster the understanding for energy eﬃciency and climate change protection, generating the
necessary political will for reforms in the region, among others,
by working directly with parliamentarians is of utmost importance. Therefore, acting as a motorof change and development,
the work of the schools is imperative in the representation of
the general public’s interest and the way forward for the region.

 Which kind of projects GIZ (Open regional
fund for energy eﬃciency) implements in the re‐
gion of Western Balkans and what are speciﬁc re‐
sults of those projects?
The Open Regional Fund for South-East Europe-Energy Eﬃciency (ORF-EE) supports the energy sector
reform process in Western Balkans since 2008. It works
with diﬀerent administrative levels, i.e. with relevant
national ministries and institutions, the civil sector, in
collaboration with WB parliamentarians and the local
level – cities and municipal associations. Eﬀorts invested are complementary to the WB countries’ joint
goal of EU integration. In collaboration with several
regional partner networks, the ORF-EE supports partner countries (Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Serbia, Albania, Kosovo, Macedonia-FYR) to achieve
national energy eﬃciency and climate protection targets in line with the EU Energy Strategy 2030, the UN
Sustainable Goals and the countries’ responsibilities
under the Paris Agreement. During the past years, the
fund invested great eﬀorts helping these countries develop and implement National Energy Eﬃciency Action Plans, which are mandatory across the EU. This
process was successfully supported with the introduction of the Monitoring and Veriﬁcation System (MVP)
- an online-based system for monitoring and calculating energy savings. The system has been transferred to

countries in the region and even to several EU countries. Implementation of the MVP enabled more eﬀective creation of national energy eﬃciency policies and
support programs in countries of the region, securing
a more precise assessment of policy’s direct energy saving impacts and their eﬀectiveness. Through the Network of Energy-Eﬃcient Capital Cities in South-East
Europe, the fund assisted partner cities in joining the
European Covenant of Mayors initiative and in establishing eﬀective energy management structures. Furthermore, the ORF-EE supported the launch of the
Public Policy Dialogue on Sustainable Use of Energy
in SEE, which is implemented in close collaboration
with the Network of Schools of Political Studies in SEE.
The initiative has been very successful in helping
strengthen the political will for the energy sector reforms. As a result of invested eﬀorts public hearings of
parliamentary committees responsible for energy eﬃciency were held for the ﬁrst time in the countries of
Western Balkans. This led to more participatory civil
sector involvement in the decision-making and policy
creation processes, which helped drive the reform
process forward.
To secure sustainable development of the region, the
ORF-EE continues to reinforce its eﬀorts and reinvent
its approach. Among others, in the next few years, the
fund is looking to introduce sustainable urban solutions in WB cities, helping them develop Sustainable
Urban Mobility Plans, implement bike and car sharing
schemes, bike lanes, etc.
 You cooperate with political schools of Coun‐
cil of Europe for many years. What are the biggest
beneﬁts of that cooperation and why it is impor‐
tant to have them as partners?
The ORF-EE cherishes the collaboration with its partner networks, among others, also the Network of
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Schools of Political Studies in SEE. The collaboration is
crucial for the region’s energy sector, regional stability
and simply better living standard, especially when considering the pivotal role the civil society plays in a
democracy. In this regard, collaboration of political
schools with WB parliamentarians is especially important. Helping foster the understanding for energy eﬃciency and climate change protection, generating the
necessary political will for reforms in the region, among
others, by working directly with parliamentarians is of
utmost importance. Therefore, acting as a motor of
change and development, the work of the schools is imperative in the representation of the general public’s interest and the way forward for the region.
 Comparing with the period when PDI project
( Public dialogue initiative) started how much our
countries have developed in the ﬁeld of energy ef‐
ﬁciency?
Our partner countries keep making continuous
progress in the energy sector. The reform process is a
long and tedious one, however, it is also one that can
bring about the biggest change in the region. The fund
works with its partners very successfully and continues
to invest its eﬀorts to secure sustainable development
of WB. Working to implement necessary changes in
the energy and climate protection sector, the fund
helped establish several regional networks that act as
drivers of change. Reﬂecting on some of the funds’
achievements, for example, through capacity building
eﬀorts, regional knowledge and best practice exchange, as well as through provision of relevant tools,
the capacities of partner countries to independently
develop, implement and monitor implementation of
national energy strategies and policies were strengthened. This is crucial for the achievement of their national energy and climate protection targets, such as
decreasing CO2 emissions and increasing energy savings. In the long-run, this is substantial for improved
quality of life of the region’s population. Furthermore,
the support provided to the Network of Energy-Eﬃcient Capital Cities in SEE and the linking of the re-
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gion’s municipal associations, has further strengthened institutional capacities in partner countries. The
regional exchange helped strengthen relevant national structures and fostered long-term regional cooperation, which is important for the long-term
stability of the region.
 What are Your future steps in our region or in
Montenegro particularly? From Your point of
view (and when we talk about EE ﬁeld) in which
direction country should act?
Montenegro, and the Western Balkans region harbor
great natural beauty, yet also energy potentials. This
beauty has to be preserved, while at the same time, the
ORF-EE and its partners are looking to make the most
of the countries potential to improve the living standard in the region. On one hand, it is crucial that quality of life in WB countries is improved, however on the
other hand, it is important that climate change mitigation is taken seriously, by politicians as well as the
general public. With this in mind, the ORF-EE will
continue to invest in further strengthening the capacities of partner countries to independently develop and
implement necessary strategies and policies, integrating a broader approach to climate protection, as well
as awareness raising eﬀorts. Among others, these will
include implementation of sustainable urban mobility
solutions, such as sustainable urban transportation
models and appropriate awareness raising campaigns
for the beneﬁt of sustainable urban mobility. The ORFEE will continue to support data ﬂow and stronger collaboration between the diﬀerent administrative levels
for more eﬀective and integrated policy planning. The
fund will also continue to work with civil society and
parliamentarians reinforcing the eﬀorts of participatory democratic decision-making. In this regard, the
ORF-EE will continue to provide substantial advisory
and capacity building services on the subjects of energy eﬃciency and climate protection, focusing on securing sustainable development of the region.
Sanja Rašović
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JUDY KUO
USA Embassy to Montenegro, Deputy Chief of Mission
podgoricaprot@state.gov

The role of Montenegro as the
member of NATO

I

know it has been said repeatedly what a historic moment it was, when in June of this year, Montenegro
became the 29th NATO member state.
And it is indeed a remarkable achievement, one that
the United States supported steadfastly for the past ten
years, one that would not have been possible without a
lot of hard work by many people, in the government,
within the Montenegrin military, and among civil society.
The question is: What are the next steps for Montenegro as NATO’s newest member? In that regard, I’d like
to make three points.
First, NATO membership is already yielding beneﬁts
by enhancing Montenegro’s own security.
Second, that membership is a two-way street that allows Montenegro to have an equal voice in the alliance
and play a leadership role in the region.
And third, NATO membership carries with it responsibilities -- a responsibility to maintain the values that bind
the allies, a responsibility to maintain a democratic, open
society governed by rule of law, and a responsibility to
serve as a good example for other NATO aspirants.
On the ﬁrst point, that membership yields beneﬁts,
throughout the NATO accession process, Montenegro
made great progress in modernizing its military structure, equipment and personnel.
The United States and other NATO allies also have
helped with training assistance and military-to-military
exchanges that enhanced the Montenegrin military’s
capabilities in serving both at home and abroad.
Enhancing the Montenegrin military’s defense capabilities obviously beneﬁts the NATO alliance, as evidenced by the highly successful and continuing
Montenegrin deployments in the NATO Resolute Support Mission in Afghanistan.
But more importantly, a more capable military force, a
force that, through participation in NATO missions
and exercises, are interoperable with some of the
world’s best militaries, enhances the protection of the
Montenegrin homeland.
For example, just last month, elements from the U.S.
Defense Department and the state of Maine jointly
held with the Armed Forces of Montenegro a disaster
response exercise.
This exercise was designed to improve the military’s capacity to respond in an earthquake scenario, and they
performed really well. I think Montenegrin citizens can
be very proud that their military stands ready to defend
them in times of need.
On my second point, that membership is a two-way

street, everyone knows about the Article 5 commitment, which says an attack against one Ally is considered as an attack on all Allies. For the United States,
this commitment is ironclad, as President Trump recently reaﬃrmed.
This means that the United States and the other NATO
Allies will come to Montenegro’s defense to deter aggression. What it also means, of course, is that Montenegro has the same commitment to its Allies. While
some might have concerns about this commitment,
what I want to point out is that Article 5 gives all Allies
an incentive to contribute actively to peace and stability
in their regions, to prevent aggression from occurring
in the ﬁrst place.
Now that Montenegro has an equal voice with the other
28 Allies, it should use that voice to lead regionally and
internationally. Montenegro already plays an important role in the Balkan region, evidenced by friendly relations with all its neighbors. NATO membership only
enhances that role, which in turn enhances Montenegro’s prestige in the region and international standing.
As my boss, Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, recently said,
“If we want to sustain shared security commitments
that ensure stability in the region, we view it as necessary for our allies to be strong, sovereign, prosperous
and committed to the defense of shared Western ideal.”
And that brings me to my third point, that NATO
membership carries with it the responsibility to maintain a set of values. These values include strengthening
the rule of law, ﬁghting against corruption, maintaining
media freedoms and protecting democratic institutions.
The bottom line is that the United States, as a strong
partner to Montenegro, wants to see its NATO Ally succeed. We want Montenegro to be a strong democracy,
a democracy in which all elected oﬃcials fully participate in the political process representing the voices of
their citizens and working for the common good of the
country. We want Montenegro to be a democracy
whose leaders demonstrate the courage to tackle reform, eliminate corruption, foster a vibrant civil society
and ensure a free and independent media.
These commitments are necessary because they are our
principal values. They are also necessary because they
are part of Montenegro’s EU accession process.
In closing, the security and political situation in the
Balkans continues to evolve, and so must our responses.
We believe that Montenegro will continue to be a positive
example for NATO aspirants and oﬀer reason for hope
and optimism about the future of the Balkans region.
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NEĐELJKO RUDOVIĆ
URA, MP
nedjeljko.rudovic@gmail.com

The taste of politics
D

emocracy, freedom, justice, dignity, human rights,
prosperity, protection of socially vulnerable persons, support for entrepreneurs, security in the system
of health and education, tolerance ... All those who are
involved in politics will probably list all the reasons to
deal with that dirty puddle, in this or rather diﬀerent
order…and to become a target of the poisoned or frustrated ones, who will spill all the poison on them,
anonymously on portals, or openly on social networks.
OK, everything has its price. In addition, they agreed
to be the target of intrigues of people who presented
as their friends, to be intertwined, pushed, cheated,
stamped, victims of unbridled attempts to disturb their
private life and family harmony ... In other words, they
walk along the edge between the loss of personal and
family harmony, and success, as the natural result of
belief that a duty of each individual is to react in the
moments of stumbling of its community.
They all say it is politics. Yes, unfortunately. But, there
is one more component on our unfortunate territory

that causes the stomach pain. This all is about a very
resistant virus, created in the laboratory of the Castle,
which has also hit a large part of the opposition. This
virus will not hurt its carriers, but it is devastated for
the thousands of people who believe in changes. It's a
virus that keeps the system. With its mutation, the opponents became guardians of the system, i.e. service
of the Castle. How is it possible? Well, it's easy, it's the
price of accepting the DPS’s (Democratic Party of Socialists) rules of the game and logic that the carrions
of the society and the country could be conquered
with their weapons. To this logic, the opposition also
has to put its own people where it has the opportunity,
who cares for references. And it has to set up tenders,
and control the media ... Because, that is the way to
strengthen the foundation of the party and for motivated functionaries.
"brother, there is no other way. How can I keep my
people together, when they see DPS members making
proﬁt from politics", an "traditional oppositionist"
told me few years ago.
What does that tell us?
About the immature civic
society, our mentality, the
lack of awareness and civic
courage, about dark centers
of power sabotaging every
attempt to step out. Therefore, instead of changing, a
good part of the opposition
is dealing with the mutual
futile competition. Instead
of the vision - calculating,
instead of sacriﬁcing - bad
acting, instead of the tolerance - stamping, instead of
sincerity - pathetic ... these
are the signs of recognition
of the ﬁrst symptoms of
DPS virus.
Is there a cure? Yes, there is
- a solid character, wisdom
and persistent work, which
can handle the pain in the
stomach, and prevent turning into that "traditional
oppositionist".
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MARIJA BLAGOJEVIĆ
SD, Advisor to the President of the Parliament of Montenegro
marija.blagojevic@skupstina.me

#Unwanted
T

here is so small number of phenomena that have
stirred the public lately more than the #Unwanted
campaign, launched by the NGO Women’s Rights Center in order to emphasize the problem of selective abortions in Montenegro.
When a photograph of an obituary appeared in newspapers and on social networks, in which the "unwanted" was
told that her parents prefered a boy, and that therefore she
would not get the opportunity to be born, the problem of
selective abortions was bared to its very core in a way that
hit the essence: unfortunately, it is less desirable in Montenegro for you to be born as a girl than a boy.
The data of the UN Population Fund, Council of Europe
reports and domestic statistics show the ration of 100
girls to 110 boys per year, while the natural average is 100
to 102 or 104. Thus, alongside Albania, Azerbaijan and
Armenia, Montenegro is ranked as a country with the

largest imbalance between male and female births.
It often happens that when I’m asked if I have a brother
or a sister, and I answer that I have a younger sister, another question follows: "So it's only the two of you,
then?" This "only“ is the best illustration of all the
stereotypes, expectations and state of mind in Montenegro in the 21st century. And, unfortunately, in terms
of the expectations imposed on both men and women,
this has not changed much compared to a century or
two ago. A woman should produce an "heir", a man has
to "continue the bloodline". The paradox is that this expectation, in the long run, produces a situation in which

the natality and demographic picture is disturbed, since
there is already a lack of about 3,500 women in Montenegro.
To return now to the beginning, to the launch of the
campaign that has been characterized by many as morbid. I, on the contraty, think that it is morbid to abuse
prenatal tests just to earn the approval of the family and
of society by giving birth to the more desirable sex.
There have been two worrying trends in the reactions
to the campaign. One is that the ﬁnger has been pointed
to the women who are subject to selective abortions,
rather than to the system of values that compels them
to make such a decision. The other is that a part of the
commentators began to call into question the right to
abortion as a guaranteed right of a woman to decide on
her own body, considering it a way of resolving the problem of selective abortions.
And the solution is twofold. One line of
action is the improvement of legislation that would, through inspection
and supervision, provide a better control in this area. The other is the harder
one, the one that takes much longer the change of consciousness, the creation of conditions to ensure that the
value of women's lives is not less than
the men's, the understanding that we
are all responsible to point out how
anti-civilized this is, how unhuman is
to misuse medicine because of traditional and patriarchal values and to
make someone unwanted only for her
sex. That is why this is a political and
social issue that is essentially related to
the position of women in all ﬁelds of
life. That is why when our ancestors
fought for women's right to vote, they
fought for every born and unborn girl. That's why today,
ﬁghting for greater representation of women in the decision making positions, ﬁghting for the economic independence of women, ﬁghting for the prevention of
violence against women, also means that we ﬁght to
make each unwanted wanted.
And, #Iwaswanted in the second part of the campaign
convinced me that there is a great number of women in
Montenegro who grew up with some variation of the sentence my father reapeated to me during my childhood:
"Ten sons could not replace you." It is our duty to ﬁght for
the time when such sentences become unnecessary.
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Mr VLADISLAV DAJKOVIĆ
DEMOS, member of the Main Board and a Councilor in the Board for economic and ﬁscal policy
dajkovic2@gmail.com

Montenegro in the suburb of civilization

T

he abolished social compensations for mothers with
three or more children, dozens of closed factories,
thousands of dismissed workers, several tens of thousands of unemployed people at the Employment Bureau, high public debt, (almost) collapse of the national
air carrier and so expensive highway - are only some of
the indicators of catastrophic economic situation in
Montenegro today.
On the other hand, the permanent genocide exercised
over culture and education by the regime centers, is becoming more and more serious: the former rector who,
makes a toast with a glass of expensive champagne in a
luxurious hotel to (un)convicted killers and drug dealers, former Prime Minister who wrote the ﬁrst page of
the parliamentary free speech, calling an MP a bastard,
daily Informer that slandered the opposition politicians,
but also daily eruptions of dozens of lies that stand in
"Minute, two," are only few examples that show that
Montenegrin society is also in the (pink) social and educational despair.
But, guided by the logic "What is older – chicken or
egg?", the question that occurs is who should be blamed
for the current situation: people, the regime or the opposition? The answer can be found in all of the above
mentioned. The people, as the key bearer of sovereignty,
but also all economic, social and political (and many
other) processes, represent the basic determinant of the
direction of movement of one state, and therefore its responsibility is the greatest.
Therefore, bearing in mind that more than 50 percent
of the population gives conﬁdence for more than three
decades (in the atmosphere of beneﬁts and fear) to the
option, whose almost all leadership was (or is) at certain
time stages on criminal charges; to the option whose
mandate marked tobacco smuggling, murdered of
beaten journalists, the option that illegally inﬂuenced
on electoral processes, the option that produced the
most transitional millionaires, and, paradoxically,
closed the most Montenegrin factories. The conclusion
is that not only the current power is guilty, but also the
ones who keep them at those positions.
Seems that almost everything has been said about responsibility, or, to put it more severely - the wrongdoings of the authority, which is not surprising: for 27
years, they created the material for which they would
be criminally responsible in any developed democracy.
Nevertheless, here is an interesting example: At the ﬁrst
seminar of XV generation of School of Democratic
Leadership, at the presentation of H.E. Ambassador of
the United States, Margaret Ann Ann Uyehara, referring

to the achievements of Montenegrin authorities (with
the emphasis on NATO integration), in the capacity of
a guest I asked: "Would it be possible in the United
States theoretically (not even in practice!) for one man
to be on power for 27 years, would it be possible for his
son to become a millionaire investing in hydroelectric
power plants as an intern, while his brother is the owner
of the bank where most of the state's ﬁnancial transactions are carried out, and his sister (who is the owner of
a luxury hotel on the coast) is involved in numerous affairs?" to this question, I added the most actual question
in domestic politics: "Would the United States recognize the elections that took place on a day of the socalled state coup?" As usually, I, of course, got typically
diplomatic - a lot of stories, and no answer.
Ultimately, it could be said that the three listed factors
of inﬂuence in Montenegro have a common thread that
holds them so ﬁrmly (unconsciously?). A thread that is
based on only one principle - the principle of non-existence of responsibility. The authorities who, on a daily
basis, create aﬀairs; the opposition not accountable to
anyone, not even to its voters, and the people who, for
decades now, show no elementary responsibility towards their children, at ﬁrst look, it would be said – suits
this situation.
As long as the protagonists of the government and the
opposition, along with the non-conscious voters, put
their partial interests above the general ones - no matter
how sharply sounded, Montenegro will be only one
beautiful country in the suburbs of civilization.

Opposition enjoys the beneﬁts
of policy
On the other hand, the opposition (or at least a
good part of it) that loses almost all election battles for
27 years has to face with a serious guilt due to the existing situation. As it is not able to create a victorious
model of power, some opponents copied the part about
enjoying the beneﬁts of politics. For example, it is not
rare to see some opposition leaders who, despite numerous long-term bad policies and even worse defeats,
do not even think about leaving their armchairs to new
people, leaders who receive (too) high salaries for
twenty years, oﬃcial cars, advisors, secretaries, free
lunches and phones, and all of this without any responsibility for their (non)success. Unfortunately, besides
the necessity of reform of the opposition scene, it also
leads to the conclusion that now there is no generational gaps between the "young and old" politicians,
but also the class one.
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NEDA DABOVIĆ
Liberal party, member of the Presidency
nedadabovic@yahoo.com

The ﬁrst steps
M

ost people in our country, with their repetitive
engagement, thinking, arguing, and believing,
are all except the free people. I would like to describe
one phenomenon that I encounter on a daily basis in
business and communication with people. This phenomenon is related to almost all citizens, citizens of
all ages, old and young, of all nationalities and faiths
in our country. I notice this same phenomenon almost
every day, and it persistently aﬀects only ordinary citizen of Montenegro. Namely, this all is about the damage of an individual - a citizen.
In Montenegro, there is no ordinary citizen who has
not experienced some kind of damage due to the institutions of our country. Some people know they are
damaged, but they are powerless to prove it, but not
with their own guilt. However, others do not even
know that they are damaged, but they live in their monotonous beliefs. There is no student who has not felt
that the professor showed greater sympathy for his
colleague. And there is hardly a graduate student who
has not felt damaged because someone else,
without special explanation, got the job that belonged to him. Hence the scattering of our intelligence all around the world. I would especially
like to emphasize a professional worker, who perhaps suﬀers the most by doing someone else‘s
job, with much more working hours than prescribed by law. I wonder why?
I believe that, at some point of our professional
lives, we all experienced certain damage, not by
our own guilt, and we were helpless to do anything in our own defense. And those who were in
advantage in comparison with the injured, will
again feel the damage when they come to a fair
judgment. There is lot of examples, they run
through each of our institutions, from the highest to the lowest, and the only damaged one is an
ordinary citizen. I believe that there are people
among the ruling elite who felt damaged, because one has taken more than the other. So, this
phenomenon deﬁnes us in the opposing sides,
the ﬁrst one that received less but invested a lot, and
the other side that got a lot but invested less. The result is a lot of dissatisfaction.
A lot of eﬀort results in little success, and a little eﬀort results in great successes. It depends on which side you are.

Is it ignorance?!
By all odds, lack of intellectual capacities makes our
society undemocratic and weak in the rule of law. Lack
of professionalism leads to inconsistent implementation of laws, selectively provided information, and besides all this, it lacks sense of responsibility.
Institutional disorder is equivalent to the daily damage
of an individual. General civil discontent will exist as
long as the law is selectively or incorrectly applied.
Consistent implementation of laws is a good behavior,
and professionalism is a good behavior also, and even
responsibility is good behavior. Until we learn to behave good, we will be damaged. As long as we are damaged, whether material, mental or spiritual, we will
not have the prosperity. Have we matured for good behavior? I'm afraid we're missing a lot of knowledge and
skills for it.
People say that where understanding ceases, faith
arises. By understanding this phenomenon, my understanding stops and remains my belief that, one day,

Montenegro will be well organized society, where individuals will deal with their professions, where ordinary citizen will believe in state institutions, which
they will address to seek help when necessary. Only
then, true values will be on the right place.
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DALIBOR VUKSANOVIĆ
Graduate lawyer in public administration and European aﬀairs
daliborvuksanovic@yahoo.com

Open electoral lists in Montenegrin manner

T

he expansion of social networks has begun at the
global level, a decade ago. Over time, they became
the integral part of lives of most of the world's population, notwithstanding their economic or democratic development. In time, social networks have become the
main medium for expressing attitudes, opinions, reﬂections, ideas ... It must be admitted that texts were often
grammatically and orthographically completely correct,
but not factually substantiated. Likes and comments fed
the ego of authors of texts and often created a picture
of importance and "the link" that lacks the society. The
ingrained characteristic of citizens of Montenegro - "It's
just as I say" and "I am the only one who is right" - was
additionally supported by followers - "like-minded".
Even the traditional media supported the "Internet specialists", giving the space to columns, blogs, comments,
views. Thus, reading the Constitution of Montenegro,
the authors of these lines realized that they were the
bearers of sovereignty, and that the open electoral lists
could provide them the place of representatives of the
people at the Parliament of Montenegro.
The idea of amending the electoral legislation has been
initiated, with the aim to provide the freedom of choice
of an individual, not parties. Yes, our Constitution gives
this possibility. Yes, a citizen should be aware who is he
voting for. Yes, if possible, it should be known that the
vote of any citizen of Montenegro is given to a candidate
who he considers to be the best representative of what
his attitudes and aspirations are. Yes, the party leaders
should be deprived of right to determine who will be representatives at the Parliament, in accordance with their
aﬃnities and sympathies.
However, there are still many obstacles for establishment
of such an electoral system in Montenegro. So, let's get
started. Political will is in the ﬁrst place, in order to

amend the electoral legislation in Montenegro. Then,
two-thirds of MPs should also vote in favor of amending
of electoral legislation in the Parliament, who came from
"closed lists" each and every one of them, and who
blindly respect the party's directive. Also, it is more than
clear that Montenegro has an extremely unprofessional
State Election Commission (DIK), which is composed of
party oﬃcials, current oﬃcials, "frozen" or former. It is
followed by the Municipal Election Commission. 23 and
a half of them. It is pointless to talk about the voter list
and the "phantom voters", who violate all the principles
of logic. Nobody is dealing with the purchase of votes,
identiﬁcation cards, aﬀairs and incidents during the election day, and when it comes to professionalism of the institutions of the system a lot has already been said, and
seen.
Here are some questions that should be answered by the
supporters of open lists:
How many MPs would be elected in this way? If the
number is bigger or smaller than 81, how do they plan to
achieve amendment of the Constitution? How many
votes would be needed for election of one deputy? By
what system would this be done, and to be represented
by MPs from all or at least the majority of municipalities
in Montenegro? How would be elected members of the
minority people? What about the women? How women
should be motivated to run for the race? What about the
youth? How they should be represented? Who will conﬁrm the results and in which manner, if it is known that
everyone who candidates has the right to a representative in the extended composition of DIK? How will the
work of MP elected in this manner be ﬁnanced, as for
the work of MP is not necessary only his salary, which is
obviously the only reason for the struggle for open election lists? How will they be represented in the Parliament - as individuals or united in clubs? In case of
provisions stipulated by the Constitution, how will the
mandate of MP be terminated, who changes him, and
how? How much would such a system cost for already
weak economy of Montenegro?
These are just some of the questions that need to be answered. Being a Member of the Parliament - a representative of people - is a serious business all over the world.
But only in Montenegro this business is experienced extremely frivolous and according to the principle "I can
do this!". Unfortunately, big percentage of current "representatives of the people" in the Parliament of Montenegro think what is mentioned at the beginning of this
text: "Yes, I can do this! For this money. See how many
likes I have?!" Literally. As the title says - Open electoral
lists in Montenegrin way. With social networks.
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Norwegians do not sell but give experience

T

aught that wherever I go, I should always observe
and follow, especially the signs along the way, I
went on a trip to Norway.
To be honest, I was so happy as a tourist, although the
visit was organized in the framework of School of
Democratic Leadership.
The group is typically Balkan – so diﬀerent, but again
so similar. This is not surprising, because we grew up
in a unique space - a space where people understand
each other well, and at the same time do not understand each other at all ... This is what we are ...
With all similarities and diﬀerences, we have come to
the point where similarities and diﬀerences have the
same goal – to though you to be a better man.
Many people wrote about Norway before me. And for
that reason, my words shall be the review on Norwegians with a question - why not ours? Or to be more
speciﬁc - what is ours?
And yes, and we were among the tourists who climbed
the ski jumping hill in Lillehammer, not to jump, but
to convince ourselves that the sky is nowhere as blue
as above Montenegro ...
We saw the blue sky and the pure nature and the
stream where we drank water ....
Montenegrin ecologists should not exult now. This is
one image, but already on another one we have oil
wells. But, the story "in accordance with nature" is not
just a story, so the exploitation of the so called black
gold is in line with the environment in this country.
And almost everybody makes living out of oil, but
more importantly, they believe that future generations
should also make living out of oil as well. Money from
the surplus obtained from oil exports is deposited in
the National Oil Fund. The most illustrative example
on the amount of money is as follows - at one point,
there was so much that, with its distribution, each citizen of Norway could receive one billion. The experience tells us that in our country with this money, in
the Fund, would certainly be tight.
Further, the Norwegian experience can teach us the
following - not everything is for sale. The largest companies in Norway are state-owned - a bank, an oil
company and Telenor. Norwegians have nothing
against Telenor in Montenegro, but they oppose to
open the door to foreign capital in their country. And
to us, members of the XIII generation of School of
Democratic Leadership, they opened many doors - the
door of the Parliament, Telenor, Mayor of Lilleham-

mer, trade unions ... and many others, and all that to
show us how they work. They give experiences, but do
not sell them. Their honor is not on sale, although
they have no written examples of humanity and heroism. Perhaps the situation is even more complex. Perhaps our examples can be put in a book, but their
examples cannot be packed in covers.
And while we ﬁght with corruption, their pain for the
same problem seems to be ridiculous to us. And for
this sentence, I will call on an example - Transparency
International listed as dishonest the corrupted director of a chain of stores who once gave an manufacturer
the opportunity to place its products on shelves in the
height of eyes. Their high corruption in our country
would be so low and could not even be noticed by people who would have a job to ﬁnd it ...
At the end, to visit Norway and skip the place where
the culture lives would be inappropriate. I will mention only few - Vigeland Park in Oslo with almost 200
sculptures by Gustav Vigeland, The Nobel Museum,
The National Museum where, among other paintings,
we had the opportunity to see the ﬁrst of four originals
of Edvard Munch’s "The Scream".
And this is exactly the place where I could put ellipsis,
but I’ll put one, for the symbolism – at THE SCREAM.
Diﬀerences have always been appreciated, and everywhere. But in Montenegro, people run away from differences. The reason is more than obvious - if
someone distinguishes then the mediocrity threatens
to sink. However, the eﬀort would be worth. When one
makes the step forward, for others should be imperative to go after him. They should, although the experience says that it has always been easier to pull down
the one who is up... Unfortunately.
For that reason, many of us from Montenegro should
see The Scream. All of those who stood in front of The
Scream were numb ... for its artistic harmony, due to
possible interpretation, close to my impression. The
Scream describes the feeling of a man who does not
belong to the world surrounding him.
Therefore, I do not want to sound utopian, I want to
be optimistic, and end this review on wonderful days
in Norway with the belief that the scream of all of us
will be strong enough to shock or wake up those who,
drowned in the masses, do not let us to step out. .
So, if the teacher teaches, his/her task is to train as many
students as possible. If the school is called "democratic
governance", it should be guided in this manner.
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NEWS FROM SDL
IV Alumni Forum
“Integration. Dialogue. Development.”
School of Democratic Leadership celebrated 15 years
of work at the IV Alumni Forum on 15 December
2017, at the Hotel “Hilton” in Podgorica. The same
day participants of SDL XV generation received
diplomas. Topic of the Forum was “Integrations. Dialogue. Development.” Mr Srdjan Darmanovic, Minister of Foreign Aﬀairs opened the Forum, which was
composed of two panel discussions. Topic of the ﬁrst
panel was “Actual situation – Montenegro in integration process”, and the speakers were Gordana
Djurovic, Professor at the Faculty of Economy, H.E.
Alison Kemp, Ambassador of the United Kingdom
in Montenegro, Judy Kuo, Deputy Chief of Mission at the USA Embassy in Montenegro, and PhD Branislav Radulovic,
member of the Senate of the State Audit Institution. Name of the second panel was “What does Montenegro expect
from the EU membership?” and the speakers were SDL alumni who spoke from the perspective of their professions:
Rifat Fejzić, Reis of Islamic Community; Zdenka Popović, Member of the Parliament of Montenegro; Aleksandar Perović,
Executive Director of the ecologic movement Ozon; Željka Vuksanović, Mayor of Municipality Kolašin; Leon Gjokaj, Director of Directorate for the Improvement and Protection of Rights of Minority Population; Aleksandar Damjanović,
Member of the Parliament of Montenegro; Nikola Pešić, President of DPS Youth Council and Mirko Bošković, journalist
at TVCG. IV Alumni Forum gathered more than 100 alumni of SDL from political parties, media and civil sector.

The First SEE Parliamentary Forum Southeastern Europe
The First South-East Europe Parliamentary Forum was organized in the framework of GIZ ORF-EE project Regional
cooperation and capacity development of parliamentarians in the domain of energy eﬃciency and the climate
protection in the South-East Europe. The Forum took place on 20 December at the Energy Community in Vienna,
in the framework of the Public Dialogue Initiative on sustainable use of energy in the South-East Europe. The
event took place just one day after the regular meeting of the Parliamentary Plenum of the Energy Community,
and for the ﬁrst time it gathered representatives of the Parliament, ministries, and civil society from six SEE countries,
in order to communicate about the energy eﬃciency and
climate changes. This is the ﬁrst meeting of this type of the
region countries about the mentioned topics and shall take
place regularly in the next two years. The Forum also served
to oﬃcial presentation of the new GIZ ORF-EE project,
which will be implemented in the next two years. The goal
of the project is strengthening of capacities of parliamentarians of the SEE countries in order to support and improve
their participation in decision making processes on energy
eﬃciency and climate protection, through important participation of civil sector representatives. The project is
implemented in cooperation with the partner Schools from ﬁve region countries: Serbia, Macedonia, Albania,
Kosovo and Bosnia and Herzegovina, and the intensive support of the Open Regional Fund for SEE Energy Eﬃciency - Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ).

Competition for XVI generation of SDL
School of Democratic Leadership that functions in the framework of Association of School of Political Studies of
Council of Europe, yesterday closed the competition and will soon form the 16th generation of participants. Members of this generation will be representatives of political parties and media and jointly with SDL alumni they will
pass the annual program that will be devoted to negotiating chapters 23 and 24 in 2018, as the most demanding in
the integration process of Montenegro. Besides, the program will include other demanding negotiating issues. At
the same time, topics will be adjusted to the needs of target groups envisaged by the project. Program of SDL for
2018 implies four modules. Three modules will be organized in Montenegro, and one will take place abroad.
* Images in the Bulletin have been taken from the Internet, in accordance with the Creative Commons license.
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